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A Banach space X is PI if and only if the radius of each bounded set in X is 
half its diameter. 
Let A be a bounded subset of a Banach space. Its radius is defined as 
r(A) == inf{p / S(x, p) 3 A}, 
where S(x, p) denotes the closed sphere of radius p about x. Its diameter is 
6(A) = sup{i/ x - y I/ / x, )‘ E A]. 
A Banach space X is 8, if X is ‘norm 1 complemented in every Banach space 
Z 1 X. It is known (see, e.g., [3, p. 1931) that if X is .Yr , then S(A) = I&(A) 
for every bounded A C X. Here we show that the converse statement is also 
true, that is 
THEOREM. IJ’&(A) = 2r(A)j” or every bounded subset A of a Banach space 
X, then X is 8, . 
The theorem extends the known characterizations of PI spaces due to 
Nachbin (see [4]), Griinbaum [3], and Lindenstrauss [4]. 
To see this, notice that 6(A) = 2r(A) for every bounded A in Xif and only 
if X has the following intersection property for spheres. 
IP3. For every family (S(x, ; 1)) of pairwise intersecting spheres, and for 
everyE>O,nS(x,;I +E)+ a. 
Nachbin showed that X is YI if and only if it has 
ZPZ. For every family {S(x, , p,))- of pairwise intersecting spheres, 
Lindenstrauss, following the work of Griinbaum, showed that X is 8, 
if and only if X has 
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/PZ. For every family (S(S~ ; p,): of pairwise intersecting spheres, and for 
every E 0. nscuy, : p,(i 4) ,L r . 
In [I. Sect. 3. Theorem 41 the following intersection property JQIIICII 
differs from IP2 in the expansion of the spheres for large values of p>) \\;I> 
shown to be equivalent to IPI. 
/Pi. For every family iS(s, ; [I>); of pairwise interacctins sphere>. and t’ol 
ever! t 0. (-)S(s( : p(,o, c) ,f 
Grunbuum [2] showed that ,k’ has lP2 if and onI> IV. for aery c 0 dlld 
every )‘C .Y with dim( l’;.y) 1. there i> ;t projection of I’ onto .\’ with 
norm I t. Lindenstrausa [4. Theorem 6.101 then shoued that huch an 
,I’ must be ;L .9, space. Our strategy. then. is to show that. if A. bar lP3. lhen 
for every 1.3 X with dim( Y/X) i, and for every t 0. there is a projection 
of 1’ onto A/ with norm I t. It would bc home\\ hut more pleasant to 
show directly that. with IP3. there is already a liorm I projection cjf ) onto 
X, sincc then A standard Z~orn’s lemma argument would >ho\$ dircctl) that 
.Yis ii” j. ,. This \vould provide ;i proof of the theorem without appeal to the 
result cii‘ Lindcnstraubs, and. in fact. probide ~111 alternative proof 01‘ hi> 
theorem. 
Proqf’qf‘thc /heore;ll. We first show that, if A’ has IP?. then evei-y collection 
{S(.V-, : 1 )I of pairwisc intersecting spheres has a nonempty intersection. lL.cl 
(‘,i ‘. 0 with El . I. If J’1 E n S(.U, : I tl ). the triangle inequality shocks 
that S(J, , E]) meets each of the spheres S(s, : I ). Let 
Now, (-){S(z: I) z c zl] .s(j,, . t,]. so it follow5 that fS(.~l~“: 1 )i ih .I pair- 
wise intersecting family. Proceed inductively in this way to produce families 
{x.,: c {s;kl)) c {.~p; c .‘. SO that. for each 11. nsc.$ I). I c,~) 2 
n.s(.q), 1 -1. E,_,) -:- I. Since 
the diameter of n,S(-yy): I E,{ ,,) goes to zero 21s II --+ cr;. It is immediate 
that & na S(xr); I $ c,,~,) C S(x-, : I). which is, therefore, nonempty. 
Thus if il l-r,] has diameter 2. there is a sphere of radius I containing A. 
We are now in a position to construct the desired projections. Let 1’ be an 
arbitrary Banach space with 1’3 X and dim( YiX) I. Letfg Y”. ,f’,. I, 
f(X) ~~~ 0. Let X, .f-l((x). which for each s is a hyperplane in 1’. isometric 
to X. With So,, p) denoting the sphere of radius p about J’ in Y. let B, 
S(0; I) n X, for 0 :: Y -i I, so that each B, is a set in X,, with 8(B,.<) 2. 
By the first part of the proof. C, n:sb-. I ) I .-- B,: fi X, 
We now shop that for any z, fc C, . the projcctlon P) of )’ onto .\’ ;ilonp 
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z, (defined by Pm(u) z: II - (f(u)/a) z,) has the property that /I P,u 11 < 1 
if [j u jj .< 1 and f(u) > cy. First, if f(u) = 01, and (1 u (1 < 1, we have 
P,(u) = t/ - z, , 
which has norm <I by the selection of z, . Now, with N fixed, define qa : 
x, - X, by 
for each ,8 > 01. Notice that the point .t’ is on the segment joining P,(y) and 
cp&) for each y in X, . Thus, if y E B, , // y /j = 1, since 1; PJy) ‘1 s: I, we 
have II do) II 3 I. Since q&I’,) == X, , it follows by convexity that &B,) 3 
BB : Consider the cylinder 
K is a convex body with boundary 
{P,(z) I z E B,) u {dz) I z E B,: u lJ{[Pcdz), qdz)] I z E B, , (1 z !I =- Ij. 
and any y E B, with (/ J’ ji < 1 is in the interior of V;. Further, yB(BJ = 
V? n A’, . Now suppose that x E &j&B,) with I/ x 11 < 1. For any .r E B, 
with 11 y j/ < 1, the segment [y, X] contains only vectors of norm <l, but it 
must cross the lateral boundary (u{[P&), q&z)] I z E B, , I/ z jl = 13) of 
$5’ at a point u with f(u) > 01. This forces )I u jl 3 1, which is a contradiction. 
Since &B,) 3 BB , 
P,(Bd C P,(p#4)) = P,WJ C S,dO; 1). 
Thus, !) u I/ < 1, I >, 01 forces 1, P,(u) jj < 1. To complete the proof, simply 
observe that 
so that by choosing ,8 close to 1 and noting that jj &zJ ji s; 2, Ij P,(u) 1: < 
1 + (2/p) 1 .f(zl) / if j\ u !I < 1. Thus, for 0 <j(u) < 01. and 01 < PC/~, we 
have 11 P=(u) )I ,< 1 -I- E. 
This, combined with the remarks preceding the present proof, establishes 
our theorem. 
Remark. It should be noted that one can devise a somewhat simpler 
proof of the theorem modeled after Griinbaum’s proof 121, which stays in the 
context of intersection properties. However, the author prefers this version 
which seems to display more of the geometric difficulty encountered in 
trying to avoid the use of Lindenstrauss’ theorem. 
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